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Designed by Double R Manufacturing - Engineered with Quality

"The ultimate in laying straw and silage"

Located in the heart of Prince Edward’s agricultural region, Double R Manufacturing has developed an innovative approach to
laying straw and silage with the Bedding Pro®. The design features of the BeddingPro® maximizes its function. It can be used for
traditional farming uses along with berry crops, golf courses and vineyards.

BeddingPro Round Bale Processor Benefits:
•It requires 40 hp tractor, which means better fuel savings
•Machine operates with a minimum of dust and noise
•The compact design suits confined areas
•It offers controlled and uniformed distribution
•It weights about 1000 pounds, which makes it great for golf course greens
•Hooks up to 3 point hitch or front end loader
•Can process cannery grass silage, straw, frozen bails, corn silage and old bails
•Priced in the low teens
•Has a self loading option and extra bail carrying capacity
•Has v in, v out, broadcast and duel side throw options
•Well built low maintenance and all parts available at all AgDealer's
Every farmer knows the effort of continually changing and fluffing bedding in the barn. The BeddingPro® uses a rotating drum and
bale rotating assembly kit which automatically chews and fluffs straw and silage as it’s laid, resulting in extended changing times
and fresher bedding. The BeddingPro Round Bale Processor is designed to meet the needs of operators who want productivity
and ease of operation. Operators who want to distribute consistent and uniform windrows, reach all the tight spots along the bunk
line or spread bedding evenly and consistently. Operators who demand ease of maintenance so they can get back to work.
It's a workhorse bale processor like no other, and it's tough enough to keep up with your operation.
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